Abstract. In traditional VSM model based text clustering approach, the abstract similarities among documents are represented by the cosine values between the corresponding space vectors. Although it is simple and intuitive, it ignores the semantic and polysemy information of the documents. Aiming to resolve these problems, a clustering framework is proposed in this paper. The framework contains two parts: (1) pre-training text by using Doc2vec to obtain document vector and combining it into TFIDF strategy based weight space vector, which is called HybridDT; (2) using Latent Dirichlet allocation to get the topic distribution and linearly mixing it as feature into HybridDT. The experimental results using the proposed framework on Fudan University Chinese corpus show that the performance of text clustering are improved significantly by combining HybridDT and LDA model.
Introduction
Traditional clustering algorithms are usually based on the VSM method. VSM [1] (vector space model) simply transfers documents similarity processing into distance calculation of vector space. It ignores the semantic distribution among words and the situation that words appear less frequently in the text but highlight the topic. As a result, if two documents use different words to represent the same topic, they can be divided into different clusters.
Recently, several researches have worked out to improve VSM approach to solve this problem. Topic models are machine-learning algorithms to uncover hidden or latent topic structures from large collections of documents. The latent topic structures will automatically emerge from the statistical properties of the documents. One of the most popular and highly researched topic models is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [2] . LDA overcomes the limitations of other well-known topic model algorithms such as Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [3] and probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (PLSA) [4] . LDA captures the heterogeneity of research topics or ideas within scientific publications. Language models are also used in document clustering. Andrija et al [5] proposed a n-gram based and unsupervised hierarchical clustering method for genome sequences. Bengio et al [6] proposed a Neural language model for distributed document representation. Mikolov et al [7] proposed Word2vec for large scale training of word vectors.
Our idea is inspired by Dong et al [8] who use LDA model to obtain the distribution relationship of the corresponding words of the topic and linearly combine it in the traditional VSM model. The document similarity is calculated by the fusion of the two models for improving the text clustering. However the problem that the context information in a document or a sentence is still ignored.
We also aim at improving the TFIDF weight algorithm of VSM and finding an effective strategy to add context information into feature words vectors. First we combine document vector (obtained based on Doc2vec) with TFIDF word frequency vector to improve the accuracy of highlighted words extraction. By using this method, not only the degrees of similarity between words are considered, but also the importance of words in a document are evaluated. In this paper we name this combination as HybridDT. Then we combine the latent knowledge obtained from LDA as features into our HybridDT to deeply min the internal semantic knowledge of the text. Once we have high-quality text representation, we can calculate more accurate documents similarities and effectively improve the quality of text clustering.
Related Works
This section explores fundamental concepts of text clustering, specifically Doc2vec [9] model and Latent Dirichlet Allocation.
Doc2vec
Doc2vec for learning document vectors is inspired by the methods for learning the word vectors. It is an extension to word2vec for learning document representation. Doc2vec generates document vectors and word vectors which appears in training dataset. Each document in training dataset will be represented as word set and tag. Word set is all tokens in each document, and tag is the identifier for each document. Document vector matrix D is a vector matrix for all tags in training data, each document vector is represented by a column of matrix D . Word vector matrix W is a vector matrix for all tokens in training data, each word vector is represented by a column of matrix W . Document vector is generated by the context in a document and the whole document. We train doc2vec model with the training data, which is tagged by document number. Then the model will generate document vectors for each document. The size of document vector matrix is the same as the numbers of the documents. And then use the inference function in doc2vec to predict the vectors for the test dataset. The inference stage is to get a document vector for a new document. This is also obtained by gradient descent. In this step, the parameters for the rest of model, the word vectors and the softmax weights are fixed.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is an expansion model from probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA). Particularly, LDA enhances PLSA model by defining a complete generative process. LDA is a mixture model that employs convex combinations from distributed component sets to model observations. In LDA, there is an assumption that the dimensionality K of the topic variable z is known and fixed. The LDA model defines two corpus-level parameters  and  . The generative probability distribution for all the documents is:
where ~( ) Dirichlet  , which is topic proportion of a K-dimensional vector and
 is a K-dimensional indicator vector referring to topic label of the kth word;  is a matrix consisting of K rows for those K topics, with each row representing a multinomial distribution over words in a given vocabulary. The graphical representation of LDA model is depicted in Figure 1 . The model is often used to find latent high-level features, i.e., topics of a document.
LDA is represented as a graphical model in which the nodes denote the random variables and the edges the dependencies between them. Unshaded nodes are hidden variables and the shaded nodes are observed random variables.
Framework Architecture
We study the effect of similarity measures based on HybridDT and LDA. Figure 2 shows the entire framework. It consists of a HybridDT component for document embedding, a LDA component for extracting internal semantics relationship among words, and a k-means component for text clustering. 
Experiment
We perform clustering experiments on Fudan University Chinese corpus (FC). FC is divided into two parts: training data and testing data. The number of documents in both parts is almost equal. The total number of documents is 19637 and the number of categories is 20. In our experiment, seven sections selected from FC are Art, Education, History, Computer, Environment, Economy, and Sports.
Evaluation Metrics
Generally, cluster quality is evaluated by F-score metrics. Precision / 
Clustering Result
In this research, the dimension of document vector pre-trained by Doc2vec is 300. The parameters in the LDA model are set as follows: the LDA process uses the number of K as 50 topics; the parameter value of  is 50 / K and the parameter value of  is 0.01; the Gibbs sampling iterations is 3000; the scale of feature words N is 1% of the scale of the vocabulary. The linear combination parameter =0.8  has the best performance. The clustering algorithm is K-means++ method. We complete seven groups of experiments on FC, the baseline is VSM and Table 1 shows the experimental results. clustering. The HybridDT performs better than VSM in all classes corpus without time-consuming. We can say that it is an effective algorithm to add context information into feature words vectors.
For instance, according to F-score in FC, clustering based on HybridDT achieves 2.25% improvement than VSM model, and clustering based on HybridDT and LDA model achieves average 8.25% improvement than baseline. However, out of our expectation, clustering only based on Doc2vec does not perform better than baseline. We think the reason is that our corpus is not large enough, thus the quality of document vectors pre-trained by Doc2vec is worse than the word frequency vector based on VSM. Clustering only based on LDA is not far good and unstable. Through analysis, we find that LDA model only concerns deep latent topic distribution of text. In addition, the topic dimension adopted in this paper is 50, only using such low-dimensional vectors to represent text topic will inevitably lose a lot of text information, and the ability to distinguish text categories is obviously insufficient.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we present a general framework for combining HybridDT-based approach with hidden semantic distribution obtained from LDA model to improve the performance of text clustering. Our approach effectively addresses the shortcomings of traditional VSM models in ignoring semantics and polysemy information.
Our experimental results of FC clustering show that: (1)The IDF function in TFIDF weighting algorithm is essentially a weighted processing method for noise suppression, which enables the VSM model to mine the text surface information from word frequency statistics. Doc2vec combining with TFIDF will keep some deep semantic and context information. (2) LDA can solve the problem of polysemy because of the concept of the topic added between words and documents. Therefore, the model that organically combines both of them can fully explore text information from three different levels of words, documents and topics, taking the advantages of each model and making up for the deficiencies, thus ensures the quality of text clustering.
However when the text is large, the dimension of vectors is very high, and the dot product operation is time-consuming. The quality of document vectors is another problem we need to solve while the text is small scale. Furthermore, we need to obtain high quality document vectors and lower its dimension. We will find other effective and high-speed similarity calculation approach in text clustering.
